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Clay code SH790
Pale Blue code SH610
Candy Pink code SH410
White code SH110

Stoffa fix code  FX100

Ink Extreme Hazelnut code IK840
Ink Extreme Brown code IK880
Ink Extreme Mustard code IK820

Metal colour Copper code MT050

For exterior cover:
2 big cardboards 6” ½ x 6” ½
2 pieces of brown fabric with golden polka dot
1 spine in wavy cardboard 6” ½ x 2”¼

For interior cover:
2 pieces of Light blue grey Bazzill 6”¼ x 6”¼
2 pieces of silk ribbon

For Album structure:
7 pieces of Bazzill cream 6” x 6”

For decoration:
White Cardboard
Copper Washi tape
Die-cuttings and various Punch

FOR EXTERIOR COVER

I stiffened the fabric using the Stoffa Fix and then 
covered individually the two thick cardboards.
I joint the 2 parts with a spin in wavy cardboard letting 
at sight 7/8’. I fix the 3 pieces with a spot stitching, 
before the sides of spin and then the external profile 
(for the dimension of page it is not possible to reverse 
the piece and sew the whole profile of square at once).
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FOR INTERIOR COVER

To complete the cover I paint using the ink extreme the silk ribbon blending with Hazelnut, Brown, 
Mustard colours and drying with an embossing .

I fixed the ribbon to each side of the cover (inside) and I covered it with 2 pieces of cardboard .

ALBUM STRUCTURE

Fold 6 pieces in one side (about 1”). Let the 7th piece 
without fold and laying it on a surface .  Glue over it the 
first piece using the double-sided tape keeping the crease 
on the right .  Proceed with the second one letting the 
fold on theother side (left). Go on with the other 4 pieces 
interchanging each time the folds side .  

DECORATIONS

For decorations I used 7 pieces of white cardboard (9,5x 14,5 cm), and one more 
of 10x10 to include photos. I fix them on the pages starting from the upper one 
and interchanging each time an empty page .

I took some pieces of white cardboard 10x15 cm and I painted them with the 
chalk colours. I matched the colours two by two blending in one another (example 
Clay - Pale blue, Clay - Pink, Light Blue - White).
Once dried I embossed with geometrical motives .  Using a flat pad and the copper 
colour, I go on the relief areas to enhance the motives .  From these pieces, I cut 
some vertical stripes to decorate the creases of album putting under it a piece of 
copper washi .  Then I make some circles of different sizes and some banners to 
decorate the empty pages .

For the writings, I apply the copper colour on a white cardboard in a regular 
layer (using a pad). I make some words die-cut including that one for the cover 
and some small circler.

With these elements, I composed the decoration on 6 pages and on the left 
interior cover page adding some stamps with the grey ink .

To decorate the cover page I used a copper die-cutter and a label coloured in clay 
applying paper flowers and small leaves obtaining by a punch on clippings copper 
coloured .
I applied the copper washi tape on the pages to harmonize the whole work . 
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